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DJS / LABEL
Tale Of Us
They may be Berlin-based now, but since their breakthrough 
in 2015 with tracks like dancefloor-hammering techno groove 
of ‘Astral’ (with Mind Against), remixes for Caribou, 
Plastikman, Kiasmos and Barnt, and DJ sets that find the 
perfect balance between immersive warehouse techno party 
and evocative IDM experience, duo Carmine Conte and 
Matteo Milleri are Milan’s proudest DJ export and a 
guaranteed sell out on their return to the city.

Brina Knauss
Born in Slovenia, Knauss moved to Milan in the 2010s to 
pursue a modelling career before throwing it over in 2012 
in favour of DJing. Playing across the city at clubs like 
Amnesia, by 2018 she had caught the ear of the likes of 
Luciano and Damian Lazarus, and has since played 
across the world, from Berlin’s Watergate to the beach 
parties of Tulum, Mexico. She’s also released on  
Rebellion and Frau Blau, her productions often featuring 
her own vocals.

Apparel
Founded by Giuseppe D’Alessandro (aka Kisk) in 2009 to 
push the boundaries of electronic music with new and 
diverse styles, Apparel releases artists and tracks from 
across the musical spectrum (from Fred P to Barcelona’s 
Babsy), linked by a connection to house music that’s 
sometimes tenuous, and a jazz sensibility that’s 
absolutely essential. “Only jazz beats can bring a more 
human dynamic to cold electronic music,” says Kisk. The 
label has its own avatar in the form of ‘artist’ Apparel Wax, 
brought to life by a collective of unnamed ghost 
producers, and even a line of personalised sake.

CLUB / EVENT
Amnesia Milano
A stylish, sleek industrial space of steel and anthracite 
(with waterfalls behind the two bars), Amnesia has space 
for 2,000 across its two rooms, with a custom RCF sound 
system in each. The club hosts big international guests 
like The Blessed Madonna and Kolsch almost every week, 
alongside local talents like Olympe and Brina Knauss.

Kappa FuturFestival
It might be in Turin (an hour from Milan on the fastest train), 
but worth mentioning how in the Parco Dora, a former 
industrial area that has been transformed into a stunning 
Futurist inspired mega sculpture, Kappa Futur takes place 
amid the storeys-high skeleton of a sheet metal plant, 
massive rusting hulks of warehouse supports and cooling 
towers. Carl Cox, Richie Hawtin, Dubfire, Charlotte de 
Witte, Jamie Jones, Seth Troxler, HAAi and Red Axes have 
all played across its four stages, with 25,000 attending the 
festival on each of its three days in July.

Milan’s homegrown talent, Tale of Us

Loco Dice behind the decks at Fabrique Milano

Parco Dora, a former industrial area near Turin that has been transormed into a Futurist-
inspired megasculpture, and the site of Kappa FuturFestival 

c RECORD SHOP
Serendeepity
Serendeepity brings together 
music, design and art in a 
bright and quirky store that 
features furniture, books and 
instruments – and, this being 
Milan, there’s also a vintage 
clothing section – alongside 
rare vinyl and the latest in 
techno, house and breakbeat. 
The shop celebrated 10 years 
of business in 2021 by 
releasing an EP featuring new 
music from San Proper and 
Fabrizio Mammarella.


